
BREAKING NEWS: Clear Evidence That Diane
Feinstein is a Communist Spy (whatever)

y Hypercyberpastelgoth

WASHINGTON — 1997—-On Capitol Hill, Sen. Dianne
Feinstein (D-Calif.) has emerged as one of the staunchest
proponents of closer U.S. relations with China, fighting for
permanent most-favored-nation trading status for Beijing.
At the same time, far from the spotlight, Feinstein’s husband,
Richard C. Blum, has expanded his private business interests
in China–to the point that his firm is now a prominent investor
inside the communist nation.
For years, Feinstein and Blum have insisted that they
maintained a solid “firewall” between her role as an influential
foreign policy player and his career as a private investor
overseas.
But such closely coinciding interests are highly unusual for
major figures in public life in Washington. And now, as
controversy heats up over improper foreign influence in the
U.S. political process, the effectiveness of the firewall between
those interests could be called into question.
http://articles.latimes.com/1997-03-28/news/mn-
43046_1_china-connections We have so many hardcore
communist in the government that if the American people were
made aware of just how many, they would panic in the streets.

“But muh russianz” - gurgled Bobbie Mueller whilst
desperately shitting pants for the hundredth time today
LOL! UH-OH! OOPS! “If an individual underwent a
background investigation through OPM in 2000 or
afterwards ... it is highly likely that the individual is
impacted by this cyber breach," OPM's statement said
today.https://abcnews.go.com/US/exclusive-25-million-
affected-opm-hack-sources/story?id=32332731

OOPS! There were SAP/SCIF-tier secrets so devastating on
Hillary’s bathroom server that the IG had no one with
appropriate clearance to even view it. THE CHINESE
ACCESSED HER SERVERS AND HER PHONE. CHINESE
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HACKERS: 4,000,000 Americans’ clearance files and their
family members bringing the total to over 21,000,000 HACKED.
The catastrophe of Chinese breach of SF-86 (OPM) data is
unprecedented, but already forgotten. China has all the failed
lie detector tests, compromising info, sensitive info, SSN, DOB,
etc. of feds with clearance. China can leverage Chinese-
Americans with high clearances by threatening their family
members still living in China.
ON OBAMA’S and MUELLER’S WATCH
Related links:
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-pakistan-china-usa/pakistan-
let-china-see-crashed-u-s-stealth-copter-
idUSTRE77D2BT20110814 https://www.wired.com/2016/10/insi
de-cyberattack-shocked-us-
government/ https://www.theguardian.com/us-
news/2015/oct/08/hillary-clinton-email-server-cyberattacks-
china-germany https://truepundit.com/fbi-lisa-page-dimes-out-
top-fbi-officials-during-classified-house-testimony-bureau-
bosses-covered-up-evidence-china-hacked-hillarys-top-secret-
emails/ http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2016/01/19/inspector-
general-clinton-emails-had-intel-from-most-secretive-classified-
programs.html https://www.politico.com/story/2016/01/hillary-
clinton-email-server-top-secret-
217985 https://www.nationalreview.com/2016/02/hillary-clinton-
email-server-former-inte

1997 That is around the same time period when Bill Clinton
and Al Gore were caught taking campaign funds from
Chinese nationals. No, nothing happened to them. It was
all swept under the rug. Just like this will be swept under
the rug.

These "people" are being protected by someone or something
very powerful. That someone or something is what actually
controls America. Imagine how much power we could generate
by wrapping Joseph McCarthy's dead body and coffin in copper
wire. Dont forget Leland Yee (D) being a chink gun runner who
also pushed gun control because it made illegal guns more
valuable. leland yee, who butted heads with feinstein over this.
same time an anonymous tip came through for customs to
inspect the chineses ships in port
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Who's Packing What: The Weapons in the Leland Yee
Scandal The wide-ranging criminal complaint against
California State Sen. Leland Yee and many others
describes a dark world of deceit and intrigue with high-
powered weapons at its core. Apr 2,
2014https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/weapons/
g1476/whos-packing-what-the-weapons-in-the-leland-yee-
scandal/ but surely the democrats wouldn't rat on their own
members now, (((would they)))? >Clear Evidence That
Diane Feinstein is a Communist Spy Well no shit Sherlock.
Gun Control is just a form of target softening. >Gun Control
is just a form of target softening. who is most likely to
breach our shores/from within and attack our citizens? it's
a little bit trickier when you realize china is fighting a war
where their goal is not having to fire a single shot to win,
but they are definitely prepared for US citizens to fight back
and they would be unable to win the hearts of the people
when there is a slaughter. bumps Dianne Feinstein and the
Spy Is this more than a story about Trump trolling? Aug. 6,
2018 2:00 p.m. ET Much of the press corps hasn’t shown
much interest in the story of an alleged communist spy
who worked on the staff of a U.S. senator. But now that it’s
a story about a liberal lawmaker in a Twitter battle with
President Trump, media curiosity seems to be on the rise.
It should be. https://www.wsj.com/articles/dianne-feinstein-
and-the-spy-1533578452 no shit, but it's the same people
jewing us jewing the foreign interests. it's a big racket
setup to cash in for a lot of personal interests while
maintaining the long term goals of......... destroying
america because we been jewed as much as they can jew
us, and we are losing our value by the day GET
EVERYTHING IN THIS THREAD TO THE MASSES
DANIEL J JONES Congressional documents and recently
leaked texts between Sen. Mark Warner (D-VA) and a
lobbyist representing a Russian aluminum oligarch suggest
that Daniel J. Jones, an ex-FBI investigator and former
Feinstein staffer who rose to professional fame after writing
a controversial top-secret report on CIA torture, is
"intimately involved with ongoing efforts to retroactively
validate a series of salacious and unverified memos
published by Christopher Steele, a former British
intelligence agent, and Fusion GPS.
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Of note, Jones currently runs the Penn Quarter Group, a
"research and invesigative advisory" firm whose website
was registered in April of 2016, days before Steele
delivered his first in a series of Trump-Russia memos.
Jones began tweeting out articles suggesting illicit ties
between the Trump campaign and Russia as early as
2017.” NICE! also new article about who the spy may be,
all circumstantial sense we are not privy to the fucking
chinese spies name... cause we might hurt him or what?
too much by giving us a name for a now known traitor to
the United States of America? This mother fucking chinese
guy has more rights than I do.

heres the article trying to connect the dots about who this
chinese guy is, and if it really was just her "driver" or not

PROBE: CHINESE 'SPY' SUSPECT LIKELY FEINSTEIN'S
'OFFICE DIRECTOR' Details of San Francisco employee
align with description of suspect Published: 1 hour ago The
longtime employee of Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., who
reportedly was investigated for spying for China while she
was chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee,
apparently was no lowly “driver” assigned to the San
Francisco office. According to the Daily Caller News
Foundation, the former employee who aligns most closely
with the details provided about the “spy” is longtime staff
liaison to the Asian-American community Russell Lowe.

https://www.wnd.com/2018/08/probe-chinese-spy-suspect-
likely-feinsteins-office-director/ You do realize that the
treasonous cockroaches pushing for war are actual communist
infiltrators, do you not? certainly you can see that norway has a
point, we been gun running, drug smuggling, killing foreign
leaders for some time now. but, the same people responsible
for these deeds are definitely the ones responsible for selling
us out. this thread is about the "ends justify the means"
politicians 85% of actual Americans oppose the CIA. >We
maintained a firewall so there was no collusion between us
What the fuck do they mean by firewall? This reads like a
fucking propaganda piece trying to downplay obvious
corruption
What the fuck? Isn't the media supposed to report on
corruption, not cover it up? >THE GREAT CHINA FIREWALL
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feinstein china firewall not even a fucking firewall what they
mean by firewall is, when all the corruption is exposed,
feinstein can hide behind her cronies and claim ignorance
and incompetence They know that if they verify who the
spy is, millions of artists will descend upon his history with
zero remorse. Fuck it, I’m still checking out Lowe anyway.
Feinstein loves China so much that she just HAD to stand
in Mao’s room. I don’t know how people let her slide with
this shit for so long. Especially with her husband basically
helping her hold the door open as Chinamen robbed
California blind. What a disgrace! Yeah that’s the truth. I’ve
been thinking she’s getting kickbacks from the Chinese in
order to weaken our companies and more importantly
disarm our populace. Just look at her glee when Trump
was baiting with possibly making AR-15s illegal. That is a
person who is imagining a fucking PAYDAY. She IS NOT
thinking about saving lives at all. (Well, maybe Chinese
lives...) Read up on Clinton approves technology transfer
to China by John M Broder May 11 1999 This is a couple
of years before China even got into the WTO, too... Bill
Clinton is such a sellout, I would hate to see what Hillary’s
plans were. > Feinstein loves China so much that she just
HAD to stand in Mao’s room mao zedong, a true american
hero eh? i am pretty sure mao zedong ate babies for fun,
too.
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Hey the Renegade anon who was blowing the lid off of
pedophilewood said something about the Chinese breaking
into Hollywood and trying to take take over California and US
ports so they can ship illegal shit in and out of the country y'all
kinda remember? We need to look more into that shit even
Qanon said to look more into the American port system and so
now any way this is all leading towards and linking towards
pizza pizza pizza.
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CHING CHONG DING DONG Now we know why they cry
about Russia so much COVERING FOR THEIR OWN
TREASON

mao so he is basically an honorary jew? but i am still
pretty sure he ate babies, because he has to be more
than just an american political joke r-right?

google.com
"russell lowe" About 39,200 results (0.68 seconds)
"russell lowe" china About 10,900 results (0.56 seconds)
still most the stories are "OMG FEINSTEIN SPY", atleast
5000 i estimate... anything new, regarding anything,
anybody? I don’t know how people let her slide with this
shit for so long. Corrupt through and through. Raw
treason. Been in play since at least the 30's, ratcheting
higher and higher with each generation. Nearing critical
mass b/c its so fucking over the top it's boiling up like shit
from a broken sewer. Thus the coming "high impact"
habbening. Nuke on US soil or mere financial collapse?
And then shut it all the fuck down. No one will doing
anything. This is a lawless country. fucking A the leafs
have beat most of us at tying this together: Placing
Personal Security Ahead of National Security: Feinstein
Somehow Unaware of Chinese Spy In Her Own Office By
Judi McLeod —— Bio and Archives August 7, 2018
Facebook stock, Chinese spies, Steele dossiers >What
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Democrat Senator Dianne Feinstein didn’t know about her
office manager/personal chauffeur—and now professes
not to know now about Facebook—can be America’s final
deathblow, from which there may be no known comeback.
oh i love you so much, too, leafs

https://canadafreepress.com/article/feinstein-somehow-
unaware-of-chinese-spy-in-her-own-office >what did he mean
by this???

Former US Congressman Mike Honda (right) and Russell
Lowe, the Secretary General of the Education for Social
Justice Foundation, spoke about their efforts to publicize
the comfort women issue in the United States during a
visit to the Hankyoreh’s office in the Gongdeok
neighborhood of Seoul on Oct. 15. (by Kim Jeong-hyo,
staff photographer) Also present at the interview was
Russell Lowe, 62, Secretary General of the Education for
Social Justice Foundation, a San Francisco-based civic
group, who agreed with Honda’s view. This is how Lowe
put it: “It’s not true that there aren’t any documents. One
of the problems is that these documents aren’t able to be
disseminated in American society because they’re written
in Chinese, Japanese and Korean. That’s why one of the
priorities of our foundation’s educational efforts is properly
communicating the facts about the comfort women in
American society.”

http://english.hani.co.kr/arti/english_edition/e_international/816
017.html
somebody more well versed with the asian culture tell me, is
that mother fucker korean, japanese or chinese? Some good
stuff in this twatter
threadhttps://twitter.com/almostjingo/status/102661260530821
9392 yeah that's good info, it was the first shit i found when
searching and my eyes couldnt convince my brain what i was
reading. looks to me just like the political story behind how
Leland Yee accidentally fell into politics one day china is not
stricly communist.
please open your eyes; what is happening is that the elites
see china as the new America. They beleive that china will
become the new Rome. the evidence that feinstein is a spy
lies in the fact that feinstein actively covered up this criminal
spy, 5 years ago hiding the truth from the public's eye. not only
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did she cover it up, the spy got to retire, with honors i assume.
>china is not stricly communist. that's fucking retarded. Jeff
Sessions is a MENACE and a PIECE OF SHIT COWARD
BREAKING NEWS: FBI/DOJ are Dindus This is the Jeff
Sessions DOJ:

Agent takes bribes from a criminal Agent lies to the local
police about it Agent lies to the state police about it Agent
lies to the IG about it JEFF SESSIONS DECLINES TO
PROSECUTEhttps://theconservativetreehouse.com/2018/
08/06/another-example-criminal-prosecution-of-the-
special-agent-was-declined-now-whats-for-
lunch/ https://oig.justice.gov/reports/2018/f180806.pdfwha
t we got going on here is just a pile-up of evidence that
can be prosecuted after the fact, altho that chance of any
prosecution happening dwindles as each day passes, but
that does not mean anything more than the paper it is
written on. just like comey's letter about clinton did not
excuse her crimes. but, i got to wonder what it would be
like spending a day with jeff sessions. He is a likable
fellow, but he is committing tacit treason/sedition by not
taking down the Deep State.
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Heres something you didnt see on the MSM. Feinsteins
husbands Realty Co. got the Gov. contract to dispose of
surplus USPS properties. His estimated commission? $ONE
BILLION DOLLARS!!!
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https://archive.fo/FPAdu :
Feinstein, Husband Hold Strong China Connections -
latimes

https://archive.fo/MLWBO :

            Pakistan let China see crash

ed U.S. stealth copter | Reuters 
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https://archive.fo/3LfRg :
Inside the OPM Hack, The Cyberattack that Shocked the
US Government | WIRED

https://archive.fo/urfhj :
Hillary Clinton's email server allegedly targeted from
China, Germany and South Korea | US news | The
Guardian

https://archive.fo/KK690 :
Watchdog: Clinton's server had classified material beyond
'top secret' - POLITICO

https://archive.fo/wRV2M :
Dianne Feinstein and the Spy - WSJ
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BREAKING: Feinstein’s Chinese Spy Identified —
‘Russell Lowe’ — Was OFFICE MANAGER Not just a
Driver — Feinstein Aide for 20 YEARS! by Jim Hoft
August 6, 2018 The Chinese spy who worked for Senator
Dianne Feinstein was identified on Monday
night.https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/08/breakin
g-feinsteins-chinese-spy-identified-russel-lowe-was-office-
manager-not-just-a-driver-attended-chinese-consulate-
party/ look at this guy here: REVEALED: CHINA
Murdered or Imprisoned 20 CIA Operatives and Sources
While Feinstein Had a Chinese Spy as Office Manager by
Jim Hoft on August 7, 2018 in World News The Chinese
government murdered or imprisoned 18-20 CIA sources
from 2010 to 2012 while Feinstein had a Chinese spy as
her office
manager. https://rightedition.com/2018/08/07/revealed-
china-murdered-or-imprisoned-20-cia-operatives-and-
sources-while-feinstein-had-a-chinese-spy-as-office-
manager/>We have so many hardcore communist in the
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government that if the American people were made aware
of just how many, they would panic in the streets.

Not true. The brainwashing by academia has a large
population of people under 40 believing Communism isn't that
bad. >FIREWALL Lowe worked for her for 20 years, stopped
working for her 5 years ago. This puts his employment with
her around 1993 - 2013. So he starts in 1993. In 1994 we get
Desert Protection act. Crushes US Rare mining in Mojave.
Within 10 years, US is completely out of the space. Today
China controls approx 97%. Feinstein's husband banker Blum
represents Chinese rare earth producer. They cash in.
Coincidence despite muh firewall? Or collusion w/foreign
power?
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